IEA-SHC TASK 45
MEETING 15-16/4/2013 IN STUTTGART

PROGRAMM

Monday 15/4:
9.00 to 18.00 h:  meeting of IEA-SHC Task 45 expert group, detailed program from Jan Erik Nielsen
Meeting venue:  STEP Conference Center, Gropiusplatz 2, 70563 Stuttgart, Germany, Room "Moore"
19.00 h:  dinner in Stuttgart City Centre

Tuesday 16/4:
9.00 h:  departure with bus to Germany's largest solar thermal city with seasonal heat storage in Crailsheim
10.30 to 12.30 h:  guided plant visit
12.30 h to 15.00 h:  light lunch (sandwich) and workshop on seasonal storage construction technologies in Crailsheim
15.00 h:  bus transfer from Crailsheim to Stuttgart
16.30 h:  arrival at Stuttgart Airport
17.00 h:  arrival at Stuttgart main train station

There might be a possibility to have a transfer from Crailsheim to Nuremberg (airport and main train station) if better applicable.

TRAVEL INFO

Stuttgart Airport to meeting venue or the city centre

Metro Lines S2 and S3 (S-Bahn) commute from 5.00 to 24.00 h at least every 30 minutes.
For the meeting venue please get off after app. 15 minutes at ‘Österfeld’. In this case the ticket is ‘2 zones’.
Take stairs located north, in the direction of travel. Follow footpath over footbridge to STEP complex. At roundabout follow Wankelstraße to Gropiusplatz. Gropiusplatz 2 (main entrance), second floor is our meeting venue.
For the city centre and hotels please get off after app. 30 minutes. In this case the ticket is ‘3 zones’.

Public transport in Stuttgart

All stations are directly connected to ‘Hauptbahnhof’ (main train station), only S-Bahn-stations are directly connected to Stuttgart airport.
For schedules please see www.bahn.de or www.vvs.de.

Public transport from Stuttgart to meeting venue

From Stuttgart city center take lines S1, S2 or S3 (in direction to ‘Böblingen’, ‘Herrenberg’, ‘Vaihingen’ or ‘Flughafen’). Get off at station ‘Österfeld’. Take stairs located north, against direction of travel. Follow footpath over footbridge toSTEP complex. At roundabout follow Wankelstraße to Gropiusplatz. Gropiusplatz 2 (main entrance), second floor is our meeting venue.

About Stuttgart

www.stuttgart.de (official site of the city)
www.stuttgart-tourist.de (information about interesting places and events)

Map Meeting Venue (Stuttgart-Österfeld)

Source: Google maps